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The thesis is dealing with the area of female fairy tale characters and the possibilities of their utilization in the art therapy and the artephiletic approach. The thesis consists of the theoretical and the empirical part. The theoretical part is divided into three ranges – the artephiletic approach, the psychological interpretation of female fairy tale characters and the utilization of fairy tale figures in the art therapy and the artephiletic approach. The problem of female fairy tale characters is processed by qualitative research approach within the empirical part. The research was lead in two lines. The first line rests in the analysis of 16 individual interviews with experts who professionally deal with the art therapy or the artephiletic approach. The second research line resides in the analysis of 32 artifacts made by the female participants of artephiletic seminars. The thesis results consist of two lists of themes evoked and brought to process of self cognition by the female fairy tale figures and the proposal of typology of fairy tale characters according to the developmental period of the character.